Card Holder Tutorial
This little card holder or wallet is small and compact, with a
finished size of 5 inches wide and 3 inches tall. It may be just a
little wide, but that will give you more girth to pack more into it. I
use one for my business cards.
Needed:
•

•
•
•

Regular weight cotton, 2 pieces 9 ½ inches tall, 6 inches
wide. One piece will be the exterior fabric, another the
interior.
Interfacing for stability, same as above.
Snaps: Size 16 for prong snaps or larger sew-in snaps.
Matching thread.
1. Cut out pieces. Cut out your fabric and
interfacing using the template or using the
measurements above. Iron your cotton so it’s nice
and smooth. Iron on your interfacing to the back of
the exterior fabric. This will make it sturdy.

2. Sewing it together. Pin your pieces right side to right side. Sew
the pieces together using a ½ inch seam line. Leave a 2-inch gap so
that you can turn it right side out.
Clip the corners and trim away the fabric from edges. Also clip
around the rounded top of the card holder, so that it will curve without
pulling.

3. Turning out. Carefully push one of the corners
through the opening in the side. Gently pull and
push using the opening. Take your time—don’t
tear anything!

Use a turning tool or a knitting needle to push out the corners
of the card holder so it looks clean and crisp. Don’t poke too
hard or you will put a hole in your fabric.
4. Top stitching. With the fabric all
turned right side out, press the edges
and neaten the fabric round the
opening used to turn the card holder out.
Run a stitch around the exterior of the
body using a narrow seam allowance,
from ¼ inch to 1/8 inch as shown here.
This will also close the turning opening,
making it look like it was never even
there.

5. Snaps. Now we have to place the snaps. The finished
height of this holder is only 3 inches, so you’ll need to figure
out placement. This is the hardest part of the card holder,
especially if you are using pronged snaps. Those are very
hard to remove if you’ve put them in the wrong place. Not
impossible, but hard.
There are two ways to install pronged snaps:
1. Tool and hammer: great if you’re not making a lot of these.
2. Snap pliers: so much quicker but costs $14+. Worth it if
you’re doing a whole lot.
Either option will certainly work for this project, and you can get
either materials and tools from Walmart, a craft or fabric store.
As with any new technique and tools, practice is important.
You are about to poke metal into fabric, so take time to learn
how. If the instructions are a bit cryptic, there are online
tutorials and videos available.
There are plastic snaps that have their own set of tools, but I
prefer metal for sturdiness.

6. Placing the stud part of the snap. The stud is a nipple-like part that will be
snapped into a socket. This requires a back ring with sharp prongs. To set this up, fold
up the bottom part of the card holder up 3 inches. Just pin the sides for now.
Measure 1 ½” up from the bottom
of the pocket. Make sure you
place the pin in the center of the
pocket (I fold the pocket in half and
poke my pin through that center
fold). I put my stud snap above
that bottom measurement. My
goal is to place the snap just above
that pin, heading towards the
pocket opening. It will be a little
more than halfway up the pocket.

Now I place the stud snap using the pliers, with the
back ring on the inside of the pocket and the stud on
the front of the pocket. You may have to fold the
fabric to reach the spot to set the snap—that’s why I
haven’t sewn up the sides of the pocket yet.
7. Close pocket. Once the stud snap is in, sew up
the sides of the pocket. Follow the previous top
stitches as closely as possible, backstitching at the
top of each side to reinforce the side seams.
8. Installing the socket. This part will be on the top flap of the card holder. Fold over
the fap and feel for the stud—that’s where the socket should go. Again, use a pin to
mark the desired location. The socket should be on the inside of the flap, the back ring
on the front. I use a decorative pearl cap with prongs—these too are readily available.
It just depends on your fabric choice. Again, use the pliers or hammer & tool.
9. Finished! So do a bit more ironing to smooth away any wrinkles. Enjoy your card
holder, or make some more for friends and family.
For more information on metal snap parts see: https://www.snapsource.com/prongsnaps/snap-parts/
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